Selwyn-Waihora Zone Committee (Water Management)

73RD ORDINARY MEETING OF THE
SELWYN-WAIHORA ZONE COMMITTEE
TO BE HELD AT THE
LINCOLN EVENTS CENTRE
ON TUESDAY 4 JULY 2017
AT 1.30 PM

"If there is magic on this planet, it is contained in water..."
Loran Eisely, US Author
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73rd Meeting of the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee - Outline of Agenda
DATE:
TIME:
VENUE:

Item

TUESDAY 4 July 2017
1.30pm
Bayliss Lounge, Lincoln Event Centre, Meijer Drive, LINCOLN

Time

Description

1.30pm

Meeting commences with karakia and formal order of
business:
 Apologies
 Identification of Urgent General Business
 Confirmation of Minutes 6 June 2017
 Matters Arising & actions from last meeting
 Report to and from Regional Committee Meeting
(Karaitiana Taiuru)
 Update from Zone Committee members on activities
and meetings attended that relate to the
Committee’s outcomes for the zone
 Correspondence:
o Letter from Forest and Bird re Flock Hill fencing
project;
o Reply to Forest and Bird
General Public Contribution
Update on state of water quality in high country lakes in
the zone

1

1.50pm
2.00pm

2

2.35pm

Update on Whakaora Te Waihora science (No report)

3

3.00pm
3.20pm

Break
Zone Delivery Update and progress report:

4

4.15pm

4.45pm



Progress in relation to 5-year Delivery Outcomes and
Milestones



Update on Kaituna Valley erosion and sediment
control project

Facilitator’s report:
 Seminar series at Lincoln University;
 Timetable for refreshing zone committee
membership;
 Progress with answering Paul Hodgson questions
from June meeting; and
 Update on Plan Change 5 to Land and Water
Regional Plan.
Approximate finish time

Pages

Presenter

3 - 11

12 - 14
15

16 - 23

Sian Barbour,
Environment
Canterbury
Tim Davie,
Environment
Canterbury

Michaela Rees,
Environment
Canterbury
24 - 29

David Hewson,
Opus

30 - 37

Ian Whitehouse,
Environment
Canterbury
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MINUTES OF THE 72nd MEETING OF THE SELWYN WAIHORA ZONE COMMITTEE
HELD IN THE BAYLISS LOUNGE, LINCOLN EVENT CENTRE, LINCOLN, ON TUESDAY
6 JUNE 2017 COMMENCING AT 1:30 PM

AGENDA SUMMARY

Item

1
2

Time

Description

1.30pm

Meeting commences with karakia and formal order of
business:
 Apologies
 Identification of Urgent General Business
 Confirmation of minutes 2 May 2017
 Matters Arising & actions from last meeting
 Report to and from Regional Committee
Meeting (Karaitiana Taiuru)
 Update from Zone Committee members on
activities and meetings attended that relate to
the Committee’s outcomes for the zone
 Correspondence:
o Letter of support for Snake Creek Restoration
Project
General Public Contribution
Immediate Steps project in Cave Stream on Flock
Hill Station
Update on state of water quality in high country lakes
in the zone

1.50pm
2.00pm
2.30pm

3

3.00pm Break
3.20pm Zone Delivery Update (no report)

4

3.35pm

Pages

2 – 11

12

13 - 18
19 - 26

Update on Whakaora Te Waihora
27

5

4.05pm

Survey of swimming sites in the zone
28 – 32

6

7

4.25pm

4.45pm

Identifying priority recreation and amenity restoration
sites in the zone

33

Proposed Selwyn Te Waihora seminar series at
Lincoln University

34 - 36

5.00pm Approximate finish time
The meeting was opened with a karakia by Stephen Bragg.

Presenter

Environment
Canterbury
Sian Barbour,
Environment
Canterbury
Michaela Rees,
Environment
Canterbury
Tim Davie, David
Murphy and
Stefanie Rixecker,
Environment
Canterbury
Anita Fulton
Environment
Canterbury
Anita Fulton,
Environment
Canterbury
Ian Whitehouse,
Environment
Canterbury
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PRESENT
Allen Lim (Chair), Christina Henderson (Te Hāpu o Ngāti Wheke), Cr Murray Lemon (Selwyn
District Council), Victor Mthamo (Community Member), Hayley Moynihan (Community
Member), George Tikao (Te Rūnanga o Ōnuku), Ron Pellow (Community Member),
Karaitiana Taiuru (Te Rūnanga o Koukourārata), Bill Lambie (Community Member), Maree
Goldring (Community Member) and Les Wanhalla (Te Rūnanga o Taumutu).
IN ATTENDANCE
Cr Nicole Reid, Murray Washington and Therese Davel (Selwyn District Council); John
Benn (DOC); Stephen Bragg, Peter Ramsden, Chris House, Mananui Ramsden, Michaela
Rees, Stefanie Rixecker, David Murphy, Gerald Raymond, Cr John Sunckell and Ian
Whitehouse (Canterbury Regional Council)
Members of the public and interested parties attended and included Te Paea Panngatai,
Mike Glover, Nicky Snoyink, Paul and Jane Hodgson, Kerry Sutton, Lee Smit, Matt
Olykan, Susie and David Scobie, Lynette Harris, Stewart Miller, Susan Hall, Denise Ford
and Steve Curtis.
Charlie Mitchell from The Press was in attendance.
APOLOGIES
Apologies received from Clare Williams (Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tūāhuriri), George Tikao (Te
Rūnanga o Onuku) and Riki Nicholas (Te Rūnanga o Wairewa), were accepted by the
meeting. Stephen Bragg took this time to notify the Committee that Clare Williams had
resigned from several Committees and he acknowledged the role she had within the Zone
Committee.
Moved: Bill Lambie /Seconded: Hayley Moynihan
‘That the Committee accept apologies for absence as noted.’
CARRIED
IDENTIFICATION OF URGENT GENERAL BUSINESS
None

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
Minutes of the 71st Meeting of the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee (Water
Management) held on Tuesday 2 May.
Moved: Bill Lambie / Seconded: Ron Pellow
John Benn from Department of Conservation noted that Item 1, page 6 was not a true reflection of
what DOC stated, i.e. that they support the project. The minutes will be amended to reflect that Dr
Rixeker read a statement from DOC and said statement will be minuted verbatim.
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‘That the minutes of the 71st meeting of the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee (Water
Management) held on Tuesday 2 May 2017, as amended, be confirmed.’
CARRIED
MATTERS ARISING FROM MINUTES
The Pest Management Plan was something to be addressed at a future meeting.

REPORT TO AND FROM REGIONAL WATER MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEETING
None.

UPDATE FROM ZONE COMMITTEE MEMBERS ON ACTIVITIES AND MEETINGS
ATTENDED THAT RELATE TO THE COMMITTEE’S OUTCOMES FOR THE ZONE
Zone committee members reported on meetings attended that relate to the work of the
zone committee including:
Allen Lim briefed the Christchurch City Councillors as part of the bi-monthly zone
committee reporting to the Council;
Hayley Moynihan attended the national Balance Farm Environmental Farm Awards;
Cr Murray Lemon attended a drop-in session at Leeston that was part of supporting
farmers with consents to farm;
Maree Goldring attended a planning workshop on WELRA with Environment Canterbury
staff and others;
Ron Pellow talked to the students on Waihora Waterwise (a five-day programme about
water in Selwyn Te Waihora based at Taumutu), took part in an ECan-hosted meeting
discussing how to recognise mitigations that do not get included in Overseer, and provided
information on Lincoln Dairy Farm’s experience to an ECan Councillors’ workshop on
audited farm environment plans.
CORRESPONDENCE
The letter from Forest and Bird was dealt with during discussions around Item 1.
GENERAL PUBLIC CONTRIBUTION
Paul Hodgson addressed the Committee. He said he attended the last meeting and that he
was please to hear all the good things happening and improvements being made. He
expressed concern about the amount of information and the difficulty to put it all into context,
especially for outsiders and in relation to the technical nature of the issue. He spoke about
his list of questions which he sent through as he did not know if there was a process around
getting answers. He commented that people in the public arena may have become
disconnected with the process. He asked whether the Zone Committee might consider
where people do have questions and concerns, that it could be collated and / or raised within
the Zone Committee through its agenda process.
The Chair thanked Paul for his comments and encouraged him to put all his concerns on
paper. He also mentioned the Seminar Series and acknowledged that the messages are
difficult to get through. He noted they were trying to get 7 years’ worth of information and
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lessons into a seminar of 7 talks. He told Paul the best way to get answers was to come
along to the seminar series but also that the Zone Committee through Environment
Canterbury would put up a FAQ sheet on its website.
Paul thanked the Chair and remarked that members of the public may not be able to
articulate the questions in the right format but that his expectation was for the Committee to
bridge that gap. If they were unable to do so, the chances of having a successful
implementation was not very high.
The Chair told everyone about the Seminar Series starting on 22 June at the Lincoln
University. He explained the two sessions, one during lunch time and one evening session.
The latter was going to be more in-depth and he encouraged people to come along and bring
others with them. There will be ample time to ask the experts any questions.
Mike Glover commented that the Seminar Series does not cover human health, yet Selwyn
has one of the highest rates of campolybacter in the developed world. He wanted to know
who was responsible to deal with this issue. Cr John Sunckell responded that this was a
District Health Board issue which is being covered in the Seminar Series. It was explained
three agencies work together and had been involved in a reference group since 2016. All
the representatives will be at the seminar to respond to questions.

1. IMMEDIATE STEPS PROJECT IN CAVE STREAM ON FLOCK HILL STATION
(Environment Canterbury)
(Refer pages 13 – 18 of the agenda)
Chris House provided an update on changes including the withdrawal of the fencing
proposed in Stage 3 of the project. During this time the Committee considered the
letter from Forest & Bird.
Nicky Snoyink noted the letter from Forest & Bird was their view, not her personal view.
She asked whether the Committee members took a landscape expert with them on the
field trip. In response to a question from Nicky as to where Stages 1 & 2 were at, the
Chair noted the issue had been fully discussed in the last 3 meetings. There was good
reason to protect this part due to the presence of threatened species of plant and fish,
including 35ha of wetland. John Benn queried what species of mudfish it was and it is
noted, for the record, that the particular species of mudfish (Canterbury mudfish) will
most likely not be able to be protected by this project as the area is not likely to be
mudfish habitat.
The Chair asked for comments from those members who visited the site. Bill Lambie
noted it was valuable and acknowledged the work done with wilding pines. Les
Wanhalla noted he specifically asked for a site visit for the cultural aspect thereof. He
was satisfied about why and where the fence was to go up. Cr Murray Lemon noted it
was a valuable trip with commitment from the farm managers. He told the meeting their
cultural values were high as well as their commitment to manage pest control e.g.
wilding pines.
Nicky reiterated her concern with Stage 3 and that, by putting up a fence, it could allow
for intensification. Maree Goldring noted she had talked to the farm managers. They
assured her there will be no change in intensity of stock, the fence was simply to keep
sheep out of the stream.
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In response to a question from the Chair Nicky confirmed she wanted a formal reply to
her letter, including specifically any OIA conditions.
Moved: Cr Murray Lemon / Seconded: Bill Lambie
That the Zone Committee reconfirms its decision to allocate Immediate Steps
Biodiversity Funding of $26,571 to a fencing project at Cave Stream, Flock Hill Station
(for Stage 1 and 2 of the project as the landowner has withdrawn the application for
Stage 3).
CARRIED

2. UPDATE ON STATE OF WATER QUALITY IN HIGH COUNTRY LAKES IN THE
ZONE (Ian Whitehouse, Environment Canterbury)
(Refer pages 19 – 26)
In the absence of Sian Barbour, Ian Whitehouse asked the Committee whether they
had any specific question from the agenda. He would then make sure Sian has
responses ready for the next meeting.
One question raised was whether all Selwyn lakes had the same limits in the Land and
Water Regional Plan. Ian Whitehouse responded that there were different limits
depending on the type of lake.
Action Point 2.1: Sian Barbour to add the limits and objectives for particular lakes so
that the Committee can compare ratings.
Action Point 2.2: The item to be deferred to the next meeting.

Moved: Allen Lim / Seconded: Ron Pellow
That the committee defers the presentation on High Country Lakes water quality.
CARRIED

3. ZONE DELIVERY UPDATE (Michaela Rees, Environment Canterbury)
(Verbal update)
Michaela Rees noted there would be a quarterly report in the following month’s agenda.
She told the Committee that there was a lot more work done in the Youth Engagement
space. There were also discussions with Enviroschools to identify any opportunities of
overlap. She asked the Committee to consider how e.g. the Selwyn Youth Council
could be more involved with the Zone Committee. It was suggested youth councillors
could come on board and learn from the Committee by getting involved in the work.
It was acknowledged that Environment Canterbury was not the only agency driving the
Zone Committee’s work and that it was possible for staff to start joining CDHB meetings
again in future.
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Cr Lemon asked whether there was any follow up or feedback about Bailey’s Drain as
per Kerry Sutton’s complaint and Michaela responded that the site was visited by a
compliance officer. The complaint was substantiated and there is an investigation in
place.

Kerry thanked Michaela for responding to his complaint.
Moved: Allen Lim / Seconded: Cr Murray Lemon
That the Zone Committee receives the verbal zone delivery update.
CARRIED

4. UPDATE ON WHAKAORA TE WAIHORA (Tim Davie, David Murphy and Stefanie
Rixeker, Environment Canterbury)
(Refer page 27 of the agenda)

Dr Stefanie Rixeker and David Murphy presented the item. There will be a PowerPoint
presentation at the next meeting. In response to a question from the Chairperson about
funding for Whakaora Te Waihora, Dr Rixeker responded that the investment fund
process was underway. At the last Co-Governance meeting it was decided to link
certain projects with possible funders but until that information had been decided on, Dr
Rixeker was not able to respond in full. She hoped to have information by the end of
June.

Moved: Allen Lim / Seconded: Bill Lambie
That the Zone Committee note the update on Te Waihora Co-Governance Group
related matters.
CARRIED

5. SURVEY OF SWIMMING SITES IN THE ZONE (Anita Fulton, Environment
Canterbury)
(Refer pages 28 – 32 of the agenda)
Ian Whitehouse presented on behalf of Anita Fulton. The report was taken as read with
the main issue to focus on, the spreadsheet. He asked the Committee whether, from
their local knowledge, Environment Canterbury was correct in its identification of
swimming sites in the zone.
During the discussion it was acknowledged that all water should be swimmable, not
only a few sites. Members commented on the different lakes and other waterways
they thought should be able to be enjoyed and that mahinga kai included swimming.
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Ian noted he would ask Anita Fulton to re-order the rows in the spreadsheet to put the
swimming place in a more logical order order. Paul Hodgson addressed the
Committee, noting that no doubt the information gathered would also be used for setting
water quality. Perhaps targets spots for additional monitoring with the assumption one
can swim anywhere without adverse effect but he suggested that Environment
Canterbury contact the fishing community as they were in contact with water all the
time.
Ian reminded the Committee that the sites were identified for being freshwater
swimming sites and that the Zone Committee can provide feedback to the Regional
Committee in terms of comments made around mahinga kai.
The following swimming sites were identified as omissions:
 Cave Stream (upper Waimakariri Basin) at the Cave (lots of people “swim” as they
go through the cave) and at the DOC camping area (on the Broken River skifield
road) at “Mistletoe Flat” (local name) where campers wade and kids play in the
stream.
 Haynes Bridge on the north branch of Rakaia River at Dobbins Road (which
provides access to Rakaia Island).

Moved: Allen Lim / Seconded: Cr Murray Lemon
That the Zone Committee provides feedback to the Regional Water Management
Committee’s Recreation and Amenity Working Group (RAWG) on the rivers and lakes
across Canterbury that have been identified as their local freshwater swimming sites in
the ‘River and Lake Swimming in the Canterbury Region’ draft report.
CARRIED

6. IDENTIFYING PRIORITY RECREATON AND AMENITY RESTORATION SITES
(Anita Fulton, Environment Canterbury)
(Refer page 33 of the agenda)
Ian Whitehouse and Michaela Rees presented the item and asked the Committee for
top sites where they wanted to restore or improve or work on. It would not be the list of
top priority recreation sites, but rather the list of the top sites for restoration.
Michaela pointed out the work already done, and the top priority for the Zone
Committee was Coes Ford and the work in the High Country spawning sites. She
indicated the following recreation/amenity sites are already being worked on:
1. Swimmable Selwyn@Coes Ford to improve flows, water quality and visitor
experience;
2. Sites in the high country to improve salmon spawning habitat (e.g. near One Tree
Swamp adjacent to upper Waimakariri River);
3. Snake Creek (a tributary of Silverstream near Coes Ford) to restore trout spawning
habitat (project lead by Fish and Game);
4. Lake Lyndon to improve recreation and amenity values (project lead by local
community with support from ECan);
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5. Sites at and adjacent to Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere as part of Whakaora Te
Waihora;
6. Sites in LII as part of the Living Water programme (Fonterra and DOC).

Cr John Sunckell noted the Upper Waitaki has high usage and restoration in that
environment might mean pushing fences back for boat access – although not strictly
restoration it recognises the impact of the environment.
The Chairperson mentioned Lake Pearson which attracted many visitors in one area
but in another area it needed definite improvement. Maree Goldring noted there was a
development plan for the area, part of which will be developed into a campsite by DOC,
ready for summer.
The following were identified as possible recreation/amenity restoration sites. This was
more of a “brainstorming” process and no prioritisation was done.
7. Upper Selwyn Huts – provide public toilets;
8. Haynes Bridge, north branch of Rakaia River (near Rakaia Island) – ensure there is
sufficient flow for swimming (as sometimes the river does not use the braids on this
side of the river);
9. Lake Georgina, Lake Selfe and Lake Coleridge – manage freedom camping impacts
including through provision of toilets;
10. Lake Pearson – manage camping and visitors on lake margin (DOC has just
completed a development plan for this area).

Action Point: Ian Whitehouse will provide feedback to the Recreation Working Group.

Moved: Cr Murray Lemon / Seconded: Les Wanhalla
That the Zone Committee provides the Regional Water Management Commmittee’s
Recreation and Amenity Working Group (RAWG) with a list of up to five of their top
priority recreation or amenity restoration sites for action in their region.
CARRIED

7. PROPOSED SELWYN TE WAIHORA SEMINAR SERIES AT LINCOLN UNIVERSITY
(Ian Whitehouse, Environment Canterbury)
(Pages 34 – 36)
Ian Whitehouse and Gerald Raymond told the Committee that presenters are being
confirmed. There was a visit to the venue and there is a level of comfort with the
rooms, which can easily be expanded. There was a concern about the size and Ian
remarked that the University would be contacted for a different, larger venue.
Ian noted that Hamish Rennie from Waihora Ellesmere Trust (WET) requested that
WET present at Seminar Series 4. The Zone Committee discussed whether others
should be allowed to speak at the Seminar, given that presenters should be limited to
30 minutes to allow for more open time and questions from the floor.
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It was suggested WET be invited but they may contribute from the floor. Ron Pellow
added there was an opportunity with the last seminar to have a panel discussion and
perhaps WET could be part of the panel.
The event would possibly be streamed on Facebook so that people could watch online.
There was also the technology available to have questions come up so it can be
responded to on the night. Gerald showed the committee the Facebook page which
clearly showed the level of interest and people having indicated they were going to
attend.
The event will also be advertised in the Selwyn Times and The Press but Gerald
commented that one of the best ways to advertise it was for people to share the
message with their networks.
The entire Seminar Series will be recorded and packaged after the event. A booklet
prior to the event will also be released, containing information to be presented on at
each of the 7 nights.

Moved: Allen Lim / Seconded: Cr Murray Lemon
That the Zone Committee notes the dates for the seminars and puts these in diaries.
CARRIED

The meeting was closed at 5:15pm with a karakia.

DATED this

day of

2017

__________________________
CHAIR

ACTIONS FROM MEETING

Name
Environment Canterbury
Environment Canterbury
Environment Canterbury

Action
Booklet re Seminar Series to be circulated for comments
Larger venue to be secured at Lincoln University
Formal response to Forest & Bird
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31 May 2017

Canterbury Regional Council - Councillor Iaean Cranwell

Royal Forest and Bird Protection
Society of New Zealand Inc.
Christchurch Office:
PO Box 2516, Christchurch 8140
New Zealand

Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee - Chairman Allen Lim

P: 021 1659 658
www.forestandbird.org.nz

Tena korua Councillor Cranwell and Zone Committee Chairman Lim,
Re: Immediate Steps Biodiversity Funding Flock Hill Fence
The Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society (the Society) was delighted to see on the Canterbury Water
Facebook page that the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee recently undertook a site visit to Flock Hill Station, to
get a better understanding of the Cave Stream Fence Immediate Steps project.
You may recall that members of the Society attended the Zone Committee meeting on May 2nd 2017 when the
fence project was to be reviewed. Our members were very concerned to learn that some Zone Committee
members were asked to make a decision on a project they had not yet seen. However our members were
reassured when several of the Zone Committee recognised that the lack of information did not provide an
adequate basis for consensus decision making. The Society is alarmed to understand that Zone Committee
members did not realise decisions required consensus.
The Society is concerned at the narrow focus on freshwater ecology for this project and that the Department
of Conservation (DoC) ecologist and Environment Canterbury’s own terrestrial ecologist have recommended
this project be rejected. The Society is also very surprised that neither Environment Canterbury nor the Zone
Committee had requested a landscape or cultural assessment for this project. Given that much of Canterbury
high country including the upper Waimakariri Basin, has been identified as “Land of Outstanding Regional
Significance” by Boffa Miskell (2010) in a report commissioned by Environment Canterbury, and as
Outstanding Natural Landscape (ONL) in the Selwyn District Plan. The Cave Stream terraces are identified as a
recommended area for protection (RAP) in DoC’s Protected Natural Areas Programme (PNAP). RAPs represent
the very best examples of ecosystem types in the region, are highly significant and are of highest priority for
protection. RAPs are an integral part to ONLs. The Society hopes that an independent landscape expert was
engaged for the site visit.
Given the significant public funding associated with this project, hopefully the Zone Committee is now better
equipped to make the best decision in the interests of the general public and in protecting the all the natural
attributes of the environment.
The Society would like to allude you to further information with regard to who may benefit from this funding.
The lease of Flock Hill Station is 100% owned by USA based property development company Coast Range
Investments, whose sole purpose is to “capture exceptional properties in growth opportunity markets”. The
sale of this lease is classed as sensitive land and was subject to the Overseas Investment Act 2005. The
Overseas Investment Office (OIO) decision states that this company wishes to “pursue a dramatically revised
method of farming” from a live-stock based business to a pasture based farming system.
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Please see http://www.xsranch.com/ and http://www.linz.govt.nz/regulatory/overseas-investment/decisionsummaries-statistics/2016-04/201510050
The sale of the lease is subject to a list of OIO conditions which is attached for your information.
While it may be that the OIO conditions are a separate issue to the Immediate Steps funding, the Society
wonders if Environment Canterbury and the Zone Committee will consider the intent of the Flock Hill investors
and their commitments to fulfil the OIO conditions.
The Society notes particularly Conditions 5 and 6, which include public access agreements and the
requirement to consult with DoC in relation to conservation covenants, and Condition 7 which requires Flock
Hill to consult with Ngai Tahu and Kaitiaki Papatipu Runanga to develop a network of interpretation panels
throughout Flock Hill that outline the ecological, cultural and historical values associated with Ngai Tahu.
Condition 9 restricts the type of farming on parts of Flock Hill. No deer or cattle shall be intentionally grazed
within the “limestone paddock”, which the Society understands refers to the limestone terraces above Cave
Stream. If this is correct the need for a fence along the terraces becomes questionable.
The Society urges Environment Canterbury and the Zone Committee to consider to what extent the applicants
have adequately addressed the OIO conditions, especially Conditions 5, 6, and 7 and whether they have
adhered to the stated timeframe (within 2 years of the first OIO decision in 2010), before determining their
appropriateness as recipients of significant public funding.
The OIO matters aside, the Zone Committee appears to be relying on the Selwyn District Plan resource consent
process to address potential indigenous vegetation clearance which may present as a result of approval of the
fence. Following a discussion with Selwyn District Council (SDC) staff, the district plan in its current form
presents some significant issues in its ability to provide protection for indigenous vegetation values. The
council staff recognise the need for a district plan review to make the plan fit for purpose, and to better
protect these values from inappropriate development.
It is a well-known that applications for resource consents are often made in a piecemeal fashion to minimise
the potential environmental effects of a proposed development, referred to as `unbundling’ in planning terms.
While the effects of each consent on its own may be minor, this approach can unfortunately result in
significant cumulative adverse effects, when looked at holistically. The SDC staff have signalled that
intensification of the limestone paddock within the ONL and other parts of Flock Hill required additional
information including a landscape assessment. The Council’s request for further landscape information
resulted in the applicant withdrawing their consent application.
Despite the withdrawal of the resource consent application, approval of this fencing project will not preclude
the applicant from applying to clear indigenous vegetation at a future date. Approval of the fence by the Zone
Committee removes a significant barrier, subsequently reducing the ability of the SDC to decline a future
consent for indigenous vegetation clearance. The Society is concerned the planning system will fail to provide
adequate protection for the Flock Hill limestone outcrop ecosystem. Any erosion of the district council’s ability
to control development is extremely worrying.
While Flock Hill owners should be commended for the recent removal of wilding conifers, which do pose a
massive threat to the ecological values of the wider Waimakariri basin, the Society is deeply concerned about
development of the Flock Hill limestone terraces and consequent negative effects on the Cave Stream
ecosystem and the broader landscape.
Currently the Flock Hill limestone terraces are not covered in wilding pine trees (the Society also acknowledges
the good work done here by the landowners) and while its ecosystem may have been degraded by previous
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farming activity, ecologically it appears to be still relatively intact. Modern farming techniques have meant that
several other terraces nearby have recently been irreversibly changed by pastoral intensification, essentially
cultivation, under the semblance of improved pasture, which is currently a permitted activity.
By removing the source wilding pine trees and with regular ongoing maintenance, the threat of future invasion
is significantly reduced and by averting a licence to cultivate now, the limestone ecosystem stands a greater
chance of long term survival.
The Society understands significant vegetation clearance and earthworks have occurred upstream of the cave
system (above Parapet Rock), under a proxy of wilding pine eradication. It is still to be determined if this
vegetation clearance and earth works should have triggered the requirement for a resource consent.
Clearly now, it is necessary to fence the upper reaches of Cave Stream where it exits the Craigieburn
Conservation Park and where the largest areas of vegetation clearance and earthworks have occurred. To
avoid sediment runoff from the hillsides into Cave Stream the landowners will need to quickly re-establish
vegetation. Given the intention to develop a pasture based farm, presumably this will be a palatable crop for
farm animals, therefore fencing will be absolutely necessary to keep animals from entering Cave Stream. The
presence of a fenced-off adequate riparian area along both sides of this section of Cave Stream will go some
way toward mitigating the effects of fertiliser and animal nutrients entering the water. Therefore the Society
considers partial funding of this part of the project, Stage 1 ($9000), is acceptable.
A fence along the Cave Stream terrace below Parapet Rock is not necessary, for the reasons mentioned above.
Retiring the entire Flock Hill Limestone area within the ONL and recommended area for protection (RAP)
would be a better outcome, ecologically and socially, and would go some way to providing a social licence to
farm in the manner described in the OIO consent.
The Society acknowledges that the land owners will voluntarily retire 120 hectares, including a 35 hectare
wetland as part of the Immediate Steps fencing project. However we consider this a drop in the bucket given
that the property is in excess of 14,000 hectares.
One other thing that has been puzzling the Society, is why the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee would seek to
spend scarce biodiversity funds on a project in a separate water catchment to the Selwyn Waikirikiri – Te
Waihora catchment. Curiously the upper Waimakariri is included in the Selwyn Waihora zone. This perhaps
highlights a flaw in the CWMS implementation which enables the redirection of focus away from the raison
d’etre – management of the Selwyn Waihora catchment, to its detriment.
The Society hopes that Environment Canterbury and the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee come to the same
conclusions. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you wish to discuss this further.
Thank you for your time.

Nga mihi

N.L. Snoyink
Nicky Snoyink
Conservation Advocate

Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society of New Zealand
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Item 1
16

High Country Lakes water quality
Update to Selwyn Waihora Zone
Committee, June 2017
Sian Barbour

Topics to cover
• Trophic Level Index
• Submerged Plant Index
• Lake Snow
Update on “state’ of lakes only. A detailed report
analysing trends is currently underway.
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29/05/2017
17

Outcomes for high country lakes in
the Land and Water Regional Plan

Trophic Level Index (TLI)
• TLI is an indicator of lake water quality
specifically developed for NZ lakes by Burns et
al. (2000).
• Total Nitrogen, Total Phosphorus, Chlorophyll-a
(found in algae).
• Secchi disc not measured due to glacial flour
affecting clarity.
• Higher TLI values indicate more nutrient
enrichment, more algal production and lower
water clarity.
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KEY
TLI

Tropic state
General Description
UltraPractically pure, very clean, often
<1 microtrophic
have glacial sources
Very clean, often have glacial sources,
1-2 Microtrophic
very low nutrient enrichment
Clear and blue, with low levels of
2-3 Oligotrophic
nutrients and algae
3-4 Mesotrophic

5-6 Surpertrophic

Moderate levels of nutrients and algae
Green and murky, with higher
amounts of nutrients and algae
Very High nutrient enrichment and
high algae growth

>6

Saturated in nutrients, highly fertile,
excessive algae growth

4-5 Eutrophic

Hypertrophic

Selwyn High Country Lakes
Trophic Level Index (TLI)
Location

2004-06 2007

2008 2009 2010

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Lake Sarah
Lake
Grasmere
Lake
Pearson
Lake
Hawdon
Lake
Lyndon
Lake
Georgina
Lake Ida

2.62

2.84

2.82

3.24

3.42

4.04

2.88

2.81

3.19

2.93

2.94

3.32

2.44

2.92

3.09

3.31

3.21

3.65

3.36

3.11

3.11

3.22

3.26

3.47

2.04

3.02

3.28

3.09

2.67

2.85

2.76

2.64

3.31

3.99

3.94

3.80

2.53

2.83

2.98

3.18

2.65

2.94

3.19

3.26

2.70

3.40

3.05

4.08

2.36

2.40

2.56

3.15

2.82

2.82

2.83

2.96

2.62

2.99

3.13

2.97

2.86

4.64

4.25

3.59

3.54

3.65

3.35

4.04

4.94

3.85

4.27

4.03

2.18

2.37

2.43

2.59

2.78

2.76

2.45

2.54

3.19

3.11

2.97

3.81

Lake Selfe
Lake
Coleridge

2.19

2.28

2.78

2.90

2.94

2.82

2.81

2.68

2.60

3.04

2.62

3.52

1.21

0.95

1.85

2.26

1.83

1.55

1.36

2.12

1.13

1.30

1.06

1.29

Sampled December- April/May

3

29/05/2017
19

Lake Hawdon
25

Chl-a (ug/L)

20

15

10

5

0

Dec Dec Dec Dec Dec Dec Dec Dec Dec Dec Dec Dec Dec
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Location

2015

2016

2017

LWRP
outcome

Lake Sarah
Lake Grasmere
Lake Pearson
Lake Hawdon
Lake Lyndon
Lake Georgina
Lake Ida
Lake Selfe
Lake Coleridge

2.93
3.22
3.99
3.40
2.99
3.85
3.11
3.04
1.30

2.94
3.26
3.94
3.05
3.13
4.27
2.97
2.62
1.06

3.32
3.47
3.80
4.08
2.97
4.03
3.81
3.52
1.29

3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
2

Meets LWRP
objective
Does not meet
LWRP objective

4

29/05/2017
20

Lake Submerged Plant Index
(Lake SPI)
• Assesses the ecological health of a lake based on
macrophyte (rooted aquatic plant) community.
Incorporates two key measures:
– Native Condition Index: This assesses the native character of lake
vegetation based on the diversity and the extent of indigenous plant
communities. Higher scores indicate a better, more diverse,
abundant and deeper community.
– Invasive Condition Index: This assesses the presence and
abundance of exotic invasive plant communities. Higher scores
indicate the community is more impacted by exotic species.

• Conducted ~5 yearly

LWRP

5

29/05/2017
21

Lake SPI
Lake
Coleridge
Evelyn
Georgina
Ida
Lyndon
Pearson

2010

2012

2014
91%
64%

75%
66%
56%
57%

Selfe
Grasmere
Sarah
Hawdon

2013

40%
46%
86%

2015 Condition
Excellent
High
42% Moderate
High
High
High
High
Moderate
Moderate
Excellent

Meets LWRP objective
Does not meet LWRP
objective

Lake Georgina

6

29/05/2017
22

Lake Georgina

Algal bloom and large storm event 2013-2014 = loss of
macrophytes. Native community recovered faster

Lake snow
• Sticky, mucus-like polysaccharide material
produced by the algae Lindavia intermedia
• Is non toxic and has no known human health
risks
• Could be considered the ‘lake’ equivalent of
didymo
Lake snow in
Stevensons
Arm, Lake
Wanaka

7

29/05/2017
23

Risks to Canterbury Region??
• Large, deep, clear lakes at greatest risk of
lake snow incursion.
• Confirmed presence in Lake Coleridge (2012)

Effects of lake snow
• Accumulating on fishing lines and fouling of
fishing gear
• Blocking of boat water intake filters
• Blocking of filters on household domestic devices
and filters attached to reticulated water supply
drawn from the lake
• Undesirable conspicuous accumulations of the
material at the waters surface

8
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Implementation of the Kaituna River Sediment
Assessment and Treatment Report (Blakely 2016)

Figure 1 Left- Severe stream bank erosion during the floods of 2012. Right –the same area now stabilised
by river engineering works and plantings.

1. Background
A series of floods in 2012 triggered a sequence of severe stream bank erosion events in the
Kaituna River. Floods carried many tons of fertile silt into Te Waihora Lake Ellesmere,
contributing nutrients and sediment to the already enriched lake.
In mid-2016 Environment Canterbury commissioned Ecological Engineer Rob Blakely to
investigate the Kaituna’s issues and provide solutions for the erosion issues.
Opus was engaged to assist Environment Canterbury with the implementation of the Blakely
Report (2016). The report provides recommendations to reduce the amount of phosphorus rich
sediment reaching Te Roto o Waihora (Lake Ellesmere).
An important component of the Implementation Plan has been liaising and engaging with the six
Rūnanga with an interest in the Kaituna.

2. Quotes from the Blakely report (October 2016)
“The Kaituna River has undergone major changes since human settlement. From a
meandering series of streams winding through a dense podocarp forest, it has evolved into a
single thread channel, mostly cut through deep silty alluvium.
In many places the banks are actively eroding. In more recent times many of the willows
choking the channel have been removed and are being replaced with native plantings on
battered banks. Effectively it is a totally new river regime over long reaches of its lower
floodplain.
The purpose of this report is to identify where bank erosion is active or may become more
active, to design appropriate bank protection works, and to prioritise and cost this work”.

PAGE 1 OF 6
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3. Key points


The series of flood events that occurred around 2012 and 2014 caused some serious
erosion and bank scouring. This prompted Environment Canterbury to establish an
erosion control demonstration site near Parkinson Road (The demonstration works have
effectively stabilised the erosion. Learnings from this work are relevant to the rest of the
Kaituna).



The eroding section of the Kaituna extends about 8 km downstream from Parkinson Rd
and to the main road.



While preparing the report Rob Blakely carried out a stream walk and survey of the
Kaituna. Erosion sites were mapped and typical control measures were identified with
drawings. Findings, costings and recommendations are summarised in the Blakely
Report.

4. Three priorities are identified in the Blakely Report
for stabilisation measures:
Priority 1- Active erosion with high risk of sediment release.
(Urgent action required)
Active erosion with high risk of sediment release.
About 500m affected, indicative stabilisation cost $42,000.
Priority 2- Some erosion- river adjusting to a new flow regime without willows.
(Carry out over 2 to 7 years)
Some erosion- river adjusting to a new flow regime without willows
Carry out works once the river has adjusted to the new flow conditions in 4 to 5 years
About 700m affected, indicative stabilisation cost $49,000.
Priority 3- Limited active erosion - but over the longer term willows will need to be
managed
(Carry out over 5 to 10 years)
Limited active erosion-but longer term willow management required to remove blockages.
About 1,700m affected, including approximately 1,200 m of willow removal, bank battering, toe
stabilisation and native plantings costing about $81,000.

5. Implementation Plan steps and findings
5.1 Iwi engagement


The tribal boundaries around the Kaituna are unique in that all six Rūnanga have a
special interest in the awa (river).



Mananui Ramsden arranged for himself, David Hewson (Opus) and Rob Blakeley to
present to Te Taumutu Rūnanga members at the marae on 14 May 2017. The meeting
endorsed the project and implementation plans. He also carried out consultation with
members from Taumutu, Koukourārata and Rāpaki marae’s.



Mananui also explained the project at a combined Rūnanga Kaitiakitanga Portfolio
meeting.



Following Mahaanui Kurataiao advice, an update / good news story about the project
was sent out to all 6 Rūnanga with a copy of the Blakely Report attached.
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The project aligns with iwi aspirations to enhance the Kaituna’s ecosystem health and
mahinga kai potential. It will also contribute to establishing pathways for native species
from the Te Ahu Patiki to Te Waihora (mountains to Te Waihora).

5.2 Landowner and community engagement


Met with several key landowners to discuss implementation options, and to plan a local
community meeting. The cost of consents and compliance issues when carrying out
stabilisation measures were a key concern for the farmers.



Community day set up for 25/6/2017.



Identified a River Rating District as the best option to implement stabilisation measures
and ensure ongoing maintenance (dependent on the local community agreement).



Identified and followed up a possible Pro bono project for Fletcher Construction
(construction of a floodway to prevent flood waters sweeping forest duff off the floor of
the DoC Kaituna reserve. Fletchers were unable to assist).



Explored funding sources for sections of the Kaituna that are fenced but not yet planted
with native species.

5.3 Identified benefits of a River Rating District to implement Kaituna River Sediment
control works
It appears that setting up a Kaituna River Rating District would be the most efficient and
cost effective mechanism to have river works implemented to a consistent standard while
ensuring ongoing maintenance is carried out.


Stabilising the Kaituna and reducing the amount of sediment entering Te Waihora will
bring benefits to the wider community as well as individual landowners. A rating district
provides a mechanism for the wider community to pay for its share of the benefits.



Normally 75% of a rating district’s funds come from a targeted rate on benefitting
landowners; 20% is raised from a works and services rate and 5% from general rates.
Higher general rates may be negotiated for projects with high public benefit.



The ECan River Engineering team has experienced staff who could then implement and
manage the physical works. Stream ecologist advice and input will be sought when
planning actual stabilisation works.



An asset management plan will be required with specific objectives round the aims of the
rating district. These could include management objectives round minimising sediment,
enhancing agreed values such as cultural values and diverse instream habitat for native
fish species. The work programme could be speeded up if additional funds becomes
available for items such as native plantings.



Consents would not be required if works are carried out under a river rating district.
Works would be carried out under the Engineering team’s permitted activity rules.
Permitted activity rules allow for the installation of defences against water and for their
removal / maintenance (consents may be needed for spawning areas just above the
main road).



Rating district works and maintenance are carried out to established guidelines and
codes under the permitted activity rules.



If works were not carried out under river rating district permitted activity rules, resource
consents would be required for all stream works. Obtaining consents could add
significant costs, risks and could result in implementation delays.



Ongoing maintenance is critical - if this not carried out, long term the stream will fill up
with willows again.
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5.4 Possible draft Vision for the Kaituna Project
“Landowners and Rūnanga are together proud of the improvements being made to the diverse
values of the Kaituna”.

5.5 Outcomes from the recent Community meeting (25/ 6/2017)


Approximately 12 local residents were shown examples of bank stabilisation, native
planting and areas of concern on two local properties in the catchment.



Mananui Ramsden (Environment Canterbury), gave pertinent historical background to
Iwi migration and importance of preserving mahinga kai values both in the river and the
lake through intended works.



Group was invited back to the Kaituna Community Hall for afternoon tea before
presentation from David Hewson (Opus), and Ross Vesey (Environment Canterbury).



David displayed examples of previous floods which exposed erosion and sediment loss
to the river. Outlined intended three stages of project and approximate time lines.



Ross discussed background to river rating method, cost structure, examples of balance
sheets and how payment could be controlled by an organised community working group.



Several questions raised from members of the audience requesting more accuracy with
potential cost, what their individual benefits would be, as well as how effective would
potential works actually contribute to the overall improvement of the lake.



In summary it was clear local residents require more time to further understand the
“Blakely Report,” before any further meetings or action is taken. A suggestion was made
that perhaps we (Environment Canterbury), could organise another meeting by way of a
hangi (site to be determined), where we could get their thoughts on the next steps.

PAGE 4 OF 6
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Figure 2 Example of stream bank stabilisation measures from the Blakey Report
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Figure 3 Example of proposed locations of river engineering works from the Blakely Report
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AGENDA ITEM NO: 4

SUBJECT MATTER:
Zone Facilitator’s Report

REPORT BY: Ian Whitehouse, Environment
Canterbury

DATE OF MEETING: 04 July 2017

Action required
1. Committee members provide feedback on the first of the Selwyn Te Waihora seminars at
Lincoln University and note the schedule for the other six seminars;
2. Note the schedule for refreshing zone committee community membership in OctoberNovember;
3. Note the work-in-progress with answering questions raised by Paul Hodgson at the June
zone committee meeting;
4. Note the update on Plan Change 5 to the Land and Water Regional Plan.
1 Selwyn Te Waihora seminar series at Lincoln University
Seven seminars at Lincoln University are being hosted by the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee and
moderated by Sue Jarvis (Lincoln University). Each seminar will be provided twice – once at lunchtime
(midday to 12.50pm) and once in the evening (7.30 – 9.00pm).
Dr Ken Taylor (Director, Our Land and Water Science Challenge) provided the first seminars on
Thursday 22 June 2017. David Perenara-O’Connell and Lisa Brown (Taumutu Rūnanga) provided the
mihi at the start of the seminars.
About 85 people attended the lunchtime seminar and about 75 were at the evening seminar.
Fortunately it was not term time and the lunchtime seminar could be moved to a bigger venue. This
will not be possible during term time and the lunchtime seminars will be in D6 in the in the Landscape
Building which seats 30, with the doors open there is standing room for at least as many again. A
portable sound system will be used to ensure those standing will hear the presentations in D6.
Advertising will encourage people to come to the evening sessions.
The seminars are fortnightly with the next seminars on Thursday 06 July 2017. The schedule of
presenters and topics is provided below.
A booklet is being prepared to support the seminar series. This will provide an overview of water and
land issues in the Selwyn Te Waihora catchment including how the issues have come about and what
is being done to address them. Ideally this booklet would have been available for the first seminar.
This has not been possible – the booklet will be available at the third seminar (20 July). Zone
Committee members will be provided with a draft of the booklet for a comment before it is finalised.
A simple folded A3 handout was provided to people attending the first seminar and material (on water
quantity) will be provided to those attending the second seminars.
Zone Committee members’ thoughts on panellists for the last seminars would be welcome.
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Dates, topics and presenters
Date
Topic
1

22 June

2
3

06 July
20 July

4

03 August

5

17 August

6

31 August

7

14
September

Land and water
issues – what and
how we got here
Water quantity
Water quality

Presenter
Ken Taylor (Our Land and Water
Science Challenge);

Tim Davie (ECan)
Melissa Robson (Landcare
Research)
Te Waihora/Lake Tim Davie (ECan) and David
Ellesmere
Perenara-O’Connell (Taumutu
Rūnanga)
CPW (Central Plains Susan Goodfellow (CPW)
Water)
Farming to limits in Ron Pellow (South Island Dairy
Selwyn
Development Centre) and David
Birkett (Foundation for Arable
Research)
A first step . . . what Panel discussion
more needs to be
done

Lincoln University venue
lunchtime
evening
S2
S1

D6
D6

S1
S1

D6

S1

D6

S1

D6

S1

D6

S1

2 Zone Committee refreshment (community members)
In October all ten zone committees will call for applications from interested community members.
This is part of the refresh process that enables some community members to be replaced or
reappointed each year. The Selwyn Waihora community members whose terms end at the end of
2017 are Allen Lim, Ron Pellow, Bill Lambie and Hayley Moynihan. They are able, should they wish, to
put themselves forward for a further term on the zone committee. There is no limit on the number of
consecutive terms a member may serve.
Applications for the committee will close on 9 October. It is expected that the process for appointing
community members will be similar to that previously used.
3 Questions from Paul Hodgson to Zone Committee
Paul Hodgson tabled 11 questions he wanted answers for at the June zone committee meeting. I have
been co-ordinating answers to these questions and while progress is being made the answers are not
yet complete or finalised. A draft of progress to date is attached. Please note that these still have to
be peer reviewed and checked that they are expressed in an easy understandable way.
I have talked with Paul Hodgson and he is happy that progress is being made and accepts the delay.
4 Update on Plan Change 5
The Hearing Commissioners decisions on Plan Change 5 to the Land and Water Regional Plan have
been accepted by the Regional Council. A summary of these are attached.
In the Selwyn Waihora zone, Plan Change 5 primarily only applies to the area not covered by the
Selwyn Te Waihora Plan Change (Plan Change 1), such as the area above Windwhistle (including Lake
Coleridge) and the upper Waimakariri catchment. Plan Change 5 does make changes to the schedules
relating to audited farm environment plans and these will apply in Selwyn Waihora zone.
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Questions from Paul Hodgson to Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee
meeting 06 June 2017
DRAFT ANSWERS
1. Who is paying to CPW to recharge the Selwyn River and when is this starting?
Answer:
“A variety of water supply options are currently being considered for the Selwyn Near River
recharge project. At this stage no options have water supply charges associated with them.
The initial source of water being progressed is currently consented Rakaia River stockwater
no longer required due to stockwater race closures.
Conceptual design and early consultation is underway. Construction depends on
confirmation of funding, but is hoped to be scheduled for early-mid 2018.”
2. When will we be able to swim in Selwyn River as we used to and not be worried about
pollution in the water?
Answer: (to come)
3. Is it correct that that dairy farmers on average need about 5 million litres of water per
hectare.
Answer:
“5 million litres of water per hectare is the same as 500 mm of rainfall or irrigation water per
hectare. In Canterbury, the average rainfall is approximately 600 mm per year, though this can range
from 400-800 mm rain per year. Arable, dairy and sheep / beef farmers with reliable irrigation
systems in Canterbury will typically apply 400 – 500 mm irrigation water giving their pastures / crops
about 1000mm water per hectare per year. This compares to around 1200 mm /year received as
rainfall in either Southland or the Waikato. “
4. What is best practice for the leaching of Nitrogen in a paddock and why haven’t best practice
standards been adopted as the standard for the farmers to achieve by the zone committee in
their action plans?

Answer:
“The Zone committees sub-regional rules for Selwyn Waihora initially asked for farmers to achieve
nitrogen losses better than good management practice, described as half way to ‘maximum feasible
mitigation’. The final sub-regional plan, following the High Court ruling requires all farmers to make
reductions below their 2009-2013 nutrient losses that range from 2% to 30%, and which expected to
be half way between good management practice and maximum feasible mitigation.
In practice, farmers are continually adapting their practices to reflect new research and a greater
understanding of nutrient requirements and losses. Lost nutrients are a wasted resource so farmers
have a natural interest in minimising losses. One of the major ways farmers are reducing their
nutrient losses is by reducing the drainage of irrigation water through more efficient irrigation
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practice; but note this will reduce some drainage into shallow aquifers and therefore may reduce
water volumes in lowland streams. “

5. What is the current levels of Nitrogen leaching into lake Ellesmere and what are the
forcasted levels for the next 50 years (In a graph form please)
Answer: (to come)
6. What is the maximum nitrogen leaching levels to achieve a macrophyte dominated Lake
Elesmere? and when will this be achieved? (ie not the current eutrophic dominated lake we
currently have)
Lan Phan was asked at the Selwyn Hall meeting "what was amount of nitrogen to have a
biologically alive lake". A level of 800 Tonnes of nitrogen leaching was stated at the meeting
to achieve a macrophyte dominated lake. If this value is incorrect them what is the correct
level to achieve a macrophyte dominated lake?
Answer: (to come)
7. What the estimated breakdown in the costings to fix the Te Waihora water ways given
that 10M has already been spent? and who is paying for it?
The article in the Selwyn Times on the 14th Feb Cost of cleaning up waterways, lakes By
Tom Doudney quotes:
"A document initially included in the agenda for that briefing indicated that the second
phase, to be carried out over the next 10 years, would cost a total of $95 million. This would
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complement a “community contribution” to cleaning up the wider Selwyn Waihora
catchment of $774.6 million over the same period."
"Mr Bedford said the Te Waihora Co-Governance Group, comprised of ECan, Ngai Tahu, the
district council and Christchurch City Council, also recognised the commitment made by the
community and several agencies in managing water in the Selwyn Waihora catchment. “This
contribution has been estimated at $774.6 million over a 10-year period – an estimate made
considering a number of variables and current community and agency involvement,
including ongoing work on farms, the Central Plains Water scheme, restoration work
undertaken by the community, volunteer hours and in-kind contributions.”
Answer:
“As part of the work to restore the lake, the Co-Governors have been developing an
investment approach for the next phase of restoration. As part of this phase the CoGovernors have recognised the significant commitment made by the community and several
agencies in managing water in the Selwyn Waihora catchment. This contribution has been
estimated at $774.6 million over a 10-year period – an estimate made considering a number
of variables and current community and agency involvement, including ongoing work on
farms, the Central Plains Water scheme, restoration work undertaken by the community,
volunteer hours and in-kind contributions. The Te Waihora Co-Governance Group is currently
progressing the draft investment approach. No further detail can be given on investment in
Te Waihora restoration until that is finalised."
8. What is the maximum level of Nitrogen/ Phosphorus:





permitted in the Selwyn River from a human perspective ?
permitted before impacting on all the aquatic life in the Selwyn river?
projected to be in the coming years in the Selwyn river?
leaching into lake Ellesmere permitted by ECAN from a human and aquatic
perspective? and do these limits increase or decrease over time?

Answer: (to come)
9. How long does it take for the nitrogen leaching from the farmers paddock to contaminate
the waters in the aquifers to reach lake Ellesmere or the coast? and does this time vary for
different parts of Canterbury? Is there a map or diagram that shows this?
Answer:
“The lag time depends on the depth to the water table and the proximity of a farm to a
groundwater-fed stream. In the lower part of the plain, toward the coast, the water table is
shallow and streams are close by, so the lag time is short. Effects might be measureable
within a year or two, or five, depending on weather. A heavy rainfall can flush nitrate and
bacteria through the soil quickly, whereas there may be little or no leaching over a dry
winter.
In the upper part of the plain, in the Darfield and Te Pirita areas, the water table is 100
metres below the ground surface. In these areas, it can take years for water from the ground
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surface to percolate downward to the water table, and probably longer for nitrate effects to
be fully realised. And bacteria probably don’t reach the water table at all – they die off in the
unsaturated zone above the water table. Once the nitrate reaches the water table, it will
take years again for it to travel through the aquifer to the spring-fed streams around Te
Waihora. In all, it probably takes 10 to 30 years for the full effect of land use change in the
upper plains to reach the lake area.
We don’t have a map of lag times, but in general, similar timeframes would apply in other
parts of Canterbury. Effects within a few years or so where the water table is shallow and
streams close by, up to several decades between the top of the Canterbury Plains and the
coast.”
10.

Is it correct that the projected contribution of Nitogen leaching into lake Ellesmere
from the CPW Irrigation scheme is a 25% increase?

Answer: (to come)
11.

What is the rate of water contamination by pathogens in the Selwyn Waihora Zone
and what the sources of the contamination?

Answer: (to come)
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PLAN CHANGE 5 – Hearing Commissioners decisions (update for Selwyn
Waihora Zone Committee)
On 15 June the Environment Canterbury Councillors accepted the recommendation of the
recommendations of independent hearing commissioners on Plan Change 5 to the Land & Water
Regional Plan.
In the Selwyn Waihora zone, Plan Change 5 primarily only applies to the area not covered by the
Selwyn Te Waihora Plan Change (Plan Change 1), such as the area above Windwhistle (including Lake
Coleridge) and the upper Waimakariri catchments.
Most of the nutrient management rules in the Plan Change that apply to farming activities are not
legally effective until the Plan Change is made operative (that is, once any appeals have been
resolved).
For more information on the Hearing Commissioners’ recommendation, go to
https://www.ecan.govt.nz/get-involved/council-and-committee-meetings/ and search on the 15
June Council agenda. The Hearing Commissioners recommendations are provided in Attachment 1
to the council agenda.
Plan change 5 introduces new rules and policies for farming activities. It sets a minimum standard
that all farming activities must operate at, “Good Management Practice” and limits farming activities
to nitrogen loss rates that reflect Good Management Practice.
All farming activities on properties greater than 10 hectares are required to register their farming
activity on the Farm Portal and prepare a Management Plan that describes the actions that will be
implemented to achieve Good Management Practice.
Farming activities that exceed the permitted limits for irrigation or winter grazing will be required to
obtain a resource consent, prepare and implement a Farm Environment Plan, and, by 1 July 2020,
adhere to Baseline Good Management Practice and Good Management Practice Loss Rates.
What are the thresholds for permitted farming?
The permitted activity threshold for irrigation is 50 hectares. There is an additional restriction on
properties within a Red Zone that limits the area of (permitted) irrigation (if the area is less than 50
hectares) to a maximum of 10 hectares above that which was irrigated as at 13 February 2016.
The permitted activity threshold for winter grazing is as follows:
a) Up to 10 hectares of winter grazing is permitted on any property that is less than 100 hectares
in area.
b) For all properties greater than 100 hectares, up to 10% of the property area may be used for
winter grazing as a permitted activity, up to a maximum of 100 hectares of winter grazing.
What is (Plan Change 5) Good Management Practice?
Good Management Practice was defined by the Matrix for Good Management project. That project
defined Good Management Practice as the practices described in the September 2015 document
“Industry-agreed Good Management Practices relating to water quality” and developed a suite of
modelling proxies to quantify nitrogen losses from farming activities operating at Good Management
Practice.
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From 1 July 2020, the Plan Change limits nitrogen losses from farming activities to a “Baseline GMP
Loss Rate”. The Baseline GMP Loss Rate is an historical limit calculated by the Farm Portal. It is
defined as the nitrogen loss rate for the farming activity between the 2009 – 2013 period for the
farming activity if operated at Good Management Practice. The Baseline GMP Loss Rate acts as a
“nitrogen limit” for farming activities.
The Plan Change also requires that farming activities which require a resource consent always
operate at the Good Management Practice Loss Rate for their current farming activity. If that GMP
Loss Rate is lower than the Baseline GMP Loss Rate, they must adhere to the lower rate.
Glossary
Baseline GMP Loss Rate
The Baseline GMP Loss Rate for a farming activity is the loss rate for the Nitrogen Baseline1, if
operated at Good Management Practice, as estimated by the Farm Portal.
GMP Loss Rate
The GMP Loss Rate for a farming activity is the Nitrogen Loss Calculation2, if operated at Good
Management Practice, as estimated by the Farm Portal.
What is the relationship between “Baseline GMP Loss Rate” and “GMP Loss Rate”?
The Baseline GMP Limit sets a nitrogen limit for farming activities that require a resource consent.
For Lake, Red and Orange Zones, the policies and rules require farming activities to not exceed the
Baseline GMP Loss Rate, and for Green and Light Blue Zones the limit is the Baseline GMP Loss Rate
+ 5kg/ha/yr.
Farming activities that require a resource consent are always required to operate at a GMP Loss Rate
for their current farming activity. If that GMP Loss Rate is lower than the Baseline GMP Loss rate,
they must adhere to the lower loss rate.
What is the Farm Portal?
The Farm Portal is an online tool that estimates a Baseline GMP Loss Rate and GMP Loss Rate for a
farming activity. It does so by applying to a farmer’s OVERSEER® budget a suite of modelling proxies
that reflect the Good Management Practices as described in the Industry-agreed Good Management
Practices relating to water quality booklet. The Farm Portal produces a report that quantifies the
nitrogen loss rate for the farming activity operated at current practice, and compares this with the
nitrogen loss rate for the same activity if operated at Good Management Practice (the Baseline GMP
Loss Rate and Good Management Practice Loss Rate).

1

The Nitrogen Baseline is the discharge of nitrogen below the root zone, as modelled with OVERSEER® (averaged over
the period 1 July 2009 - 30 June 2013, and expressed in kilograms per hectare per year).
2

The Nitrogen Loss Calculation is the discharge of nitrogen below the root zone, as modelled with OVERSEER®
averaged over the most recent four-year 1 July to 30 June period and expressed in kilograms per hectare per year.

